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Preface
This book aims to serve as a one-stop resource for faculty and staff in higher education 

settings who are seeking to enhance their campus climate and systems of support for LGBTQ+ 
student success. Specifically, the volume includes theoretical frameworks and conceptual 
models that can be used in practice. Using the synthesis and critique of existing literature and 
analyses of data from the Campus Pride Index, I explore the role of specific functional areas 
in supporting LGBTQ+ students as they transition into, move through, and exit collegiate 
contexts. I also include guiding questions for practitioners to consider when evaluating  
the resources and climate for LGBTQ+ students within various functional areas on campus. 

Throughout the text, I provide examples of inclusive excellence at institutions in the 
United States. These examples are based on Squire and Beck’s (2016) Developmental Pathways 
to Trans Inclusion on College Campuses. Within their monograph, the authors described three 
additive steps toward inclusive practice, with inclusive excellence as the culminating step, 
which they define as the development of programs, polices, and practices that are universally 
trans-affirmative. It is my hope that this book equips higher education professionals with 
tools for creating LGBTQ+ inclusive and affirming environments on their campuses.

As a starting point, I want to take the opportunity to share how I navigated higher  
education as a person who holds both minoritized gender and sexual identities. I offer this  
in an effort to be transparent about my identities and lived experiences as I interpret and 
synthesize the existing literature, analyze data on LGBTQ+ issues, and provide recom-
mendations for practice. I also share the ways I navigated these minoritized identities  
within my own work in higher education. It is my hope that this narrative provides additional 
context in the form of one person’s experiences with inclusivity on a college campus. 

My Personal Narrative
I spent my teenage years living in a highly conservative, rural, and deeply Christian 

area of Georgia. I attended public K-12 schools, yet the schools in this area had very overt 
Christian emphases (i.e., marching band holding crosses during half-time performances, 
teachers praying openly in school). It was also a highly segregated community. For context, 
my senior year of high school was the first year that the homecoming court was de- 
segregated. School tracking was present, as well, with student placement in college prep, 
technical prep, or career prep differing significantly by race and socioeconomic status. 
Within this context, being anything but heterosexual was not only seen as very bad, but it 
was a source of intense bullying.
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Reflecting back, I remember many moments where my sexual orientation was brought 
into question in ways that were harmful. Sometime in late junior high, students began 
talking about me being gay. I remember sitting in a classroom, having notes passed between 
people on all sides of me. I could see comments about me on top of these notes. I remember 
whispers in the hallways. I remember teammates not giving me a hug in celebration of a 
huge play or win. I especially remember one moment when a teammate gave me a high five 
after a double play. Another teammate went up to her and whispered that I was gay, so not 
to high five me again. 

At that time in my life, I am not sure if I knew fully what my sexuality was. I did know, 
however, that I did not want to be gay. I constantly denied any claim otherwise. I was heavily 
involved in a church youth group, where there were frequent lessons on why being gay was a 
sin. Someone even claimed, during a small group discussion, that being gay was worse than 
any other sin and argued that a popular song “promoted” that sinful lifestyle. They thought 
this was a worse influence for youth than other songs we discussed that day. 

 I finally had a tipping point one day in class, when the notes, the whispers, and the 
laughter kept coming. I remember not being able to control my tears. Before I knew it, I was 
sobbing in science class, which wasn’t a good look for anyone at that age. My teacher took 
me into the hallway to determine what was happening. I remember telling her about what 
people were saying. I will never forget what she did next. She asked to pray over me and  
then proceeded to pray aloud that I would not go toward “deviant” lifestyles. As a result  
of these and other experiences during that part of my life, I ultimately repressed any idea 
that I was gay. I did everything I could to convince anyone who would listen that I wasn’t 
gay, and I waited for the day when I could leave that K-12 environment.

As a college undergraduate, I distinctly remember walking by the Gay–Straight Alliance 
student organization meetings in the student union, glancing in, but being too afraid to actually 
go in. I was actively involved on campus, holding several student leader roles and jobs. Being 
a student worker and heavily involved in student affairs activities, I was viscerally fearful of 
entering the Gay–Straight Alliance space—partially because I felt at that time that it would 
be equivalent to outing myself. Having grown up in a community that equated being gay 
with the “worst sin I could commit,” my second-year self couldn’t consider going that route. 
College had been my escape from the harmful rhetoric and extensive bullying, but college 
had also been a place where I repressed my identities more than ever before. I was fearful of 
reverting back to my K-12 experiences by walking into the Gay–Straight Alliance meeting. 

I eventually entered that space. After walking back and forth by the room, one of the 
people I knew from my involvement on campus—and who was openly out as gay—walked 
out of the room and said, “You know you can come in here if you want.” I knew this person 
but had never spoken to him. I took his invitation, however, and finally walked in. The queer 
community I eventually built in college allowed me to continue to gain more confidence 
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and self-acceptance of my varied identities. I eventually came out to this community. The 
time I had in college, in community with other LGBTQ+ people for the first time in my life, 
changed my awareness of my sexual identity in an affirming way.

College was also a time when I experienced discrimination that changed the path of my 
career and life. In one of my campus roles, I attended regular meetings with other students. 
Several of my peers were using homophobic language within the space. A few of my peers  
and I brought this up several times in group discussion. The student affairs professional  
present could not conceptualize why I, as someone not fully out in this particular setting, 
would be so upset about the homophobic language. Of course, this was highly problematic,  
in and of itself. One night, the person continued to ask me why I was so upset. It was  
relentless. “But, Cindy Ann, why are YOU upset?” “But, why?” I finally escaped the conver-
sation by exasperatingly exclaiming, “Because I am gay!” The student affairs professional  
had accomplished getting the answer they wanted. They also shared this news with others. 
Things were rocky for me in that group setting for a while. I will never know the intent this 
person had, but their repeated questions about my investment in ending the use of homophobic 
language and then outing me to others caused me immense pain.

After this incident, I found support from several other student affairs professionals. They 
affirmed my identity—the first time anyone had done so outside of my peers from college. 
I also had empowering moments with two faculty members, in particular, who allowed me 
to explore my sexual identity through class writing assignments. They both encouraged  
me to explore my identities while affirming my existence and providing constructive feed-
back on my work. In the moment, I did not realize how much of an impact those interactions 
had, but in retrospect, they were a defining part of my collegiate experience. They created a 
positive image of an identity that had always been demeaned by other authority figures in 
my life. Instead of producing shame, the events that resulted built my self-acceptance and 
carried me through the rest of my undergraduate years.

I did not know it at the time, but the experience of being outed by a student affairs 
staff member during my undergraduate study was the impetus for my career. As an actively 
involved undergraduate, I eventually learned that student affairs was an entire career field. 
I had no concept of it in that way until one of my mentors asked if I had considered it. I 
eventually found the field of higher education (and student affairs, in particular) an ideal 
trajectory to be a positive force for other queer students. I desperately wanted to be a staff 
member who affirmed students’ identities, as the staff who affirmed mine had such a large 
influence on my life and well-being. I never want another student to experience being outed 
by a staff member. I want LGBTQ+ students to exist in a collegiate environment where it  
is not scary to walk into an LGBTQ+ student organization meeting. I want LGBTQ+ students 
to succeed and thrive alongside their cisgender and heterosexual peers.
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I eventually enrolled in graduate school at a different institution in the Southeast for my 
master’s degree, followed by a midwestern institution for my doctoral degree. During my 
time as a graduate student, I continued to grapple with my identity. I was fairly comfortable 
as openly queer, but I was internalizing my gender identity and expression. I continued with 
this internal battle until my third year of doctoral study. I will never forget the space, the 
moment, where I was able to speak my truth. I was at a professional conference with several 
others from my institution, and I attended a session on trans identities. During the session, 
I participated in an activity for trans people. It was the first time I had shared with anyone 
else that I was genderqueer. Later that day, I asked one of my mentors from my doctoral 
institution to meet briefly before a reception. We sat on the convention center stairs as I 
stumbled through the conversation, eventually blurting out that I was genderqueer. The 
best thing ever happened next: She affirmed my identity, told me she was proud of me, asked 
what she could do to be there for me (particularly with pronouns), and gave me a hug. Her 
response was unlike any I had ever experienced. It brought me to tears, and for once, those 
tears were accompanied by joy and relief.

Once back on campus, I met with her again to get her insight on how to tell my other 
mentors about my identity and how I wanted to be addressed. She encouraged me to email 
them, as the institution did not have an option for listing identity-aligned pronouns within 
student records at that time. So, I drafted the emails, which she graciously offered to review, 
and sat on them for a few weeks until I finally felt strong enough to click “send.” In reflection, 
it is hard to believe I struggled for so long to send them. My doctoral program was relatively 
small and had vocalized strong support for inclusion and justice, and my experiences outside 
the program itself were limited to mostly research courses I took in other colleges. 

My previous experiences working with undergraduates at the University of Iowa, 
however, led me to consider what this experience would have been like if I didn’t know my 
faculty so closely. I worked for a year, during my doctoral study, with undergraduate students 
who were seeking research opportunities on campus. This largely involved meeting with 
interested students and helping them find faculty members to reach out to with inquiries 
for research opportunities. Before each meeting, I pulled up the student’s record to learn 
basic details: their major, their classes and credit hours earned, and their academic standing. 
When I pulled up a record, it would show me a photo of the student from their ID card, 
their legal name, and the abovementioned information I needed before the meeting. What 
I found, however, was that the records system was greatly limited in that it did not include a 
student’s chosen name or pronouns. Given this knowledge, I began asking students for their  
names and pronouns. If I had not asked, a student whose name might not match their record 
would have to out themselves to me before we even had a chance to establish any kind of 
rapport. This idea was problematic and gave me great pause. The stress I felt in disclosing 
my identity to my few, trusted doctoral faculty was completely unlike the experiences of 
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undergraduate students, who had many more faculty and staff interactions than I did. 
After reflecting on the experiences that the undergraduate students with whom I met had 
to grapple with and then my own coming out experience, I wished for a more inclusive 
system—one that allowed students to fully and accurately represent themselves, without 
burden, to faculty, staff, and peers. 

It is important to note that my other identities, particularly those that hold privilege, 
greatly influenced my collegiate experience, departure from college, and current work. As a 
White, cisgender-passing person, my experience was radically different from students who hold 
minoritized sexual and gender identities alongside additional minoritized social identities, 
particularly race. While I share my personal story as a preface to this book, I cannot do so 
without acknowledging the violent and often radically different experiences that LGBTQ+ 
people of color experience in navigating the same spaces and systems I navigated and  
continue to navigate. This is a critical point and caution as I share my story. When considering 
the experiences that LGBTQ+ students have within higher education, it is essential that 
their other social identities are acknowledged. The LGBTQ+ population is far from a  
monolith and should not be treated as such when working with students on campus. 

My career has been built on studying the ways college affects students and on preparing 
professionals to enter higher education equipped to not only work with LGBTQ+ students 
and others with minoritized identities but also to affirm and promote the success of  
these student populations. After my experience coming out as genderqueer during my 
doctoral study, I sought ways to relieve the burden placed on students to disclose their 
pronouns within college contexts. During my last year of doctoral study, I worked with a 
mentor and others on campus to transform the institutional records at our institution to 
alleviate the burden of continual disclosure that students faced. 

Specifically, we worked to decouple sex and gender from my institution’s admissions 
application, include pronouns, and have this information fed into the student records 
system to which faculty and staff have access. To make pronouns a normalized part of  
the student record, alongside students’ identification numbers, academic majors, and contact 
information, we sought to have them placed on the main student records page (i.e., the  
first one faculty and staff see when accessing a student’s record). Along with others, I  
audited all restrooms on campus and sought funding for new, consistent signage to be 
placed on all gender-inclusive restrooms. I worked to create a website on trans issues at  
the institution, with resources and information for the campus and local community. My  
last effort was to propose a university-wide task force to continue to advocate for trans 
students, faculty, and staff. The proposal was accepted and eventually commissioned by  
the institution. Even beyond my postsecondary experiences, I continue to study this pop-
ulation of students and create institutional change related to the success of LGBTQ+ students. 
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When the opportunity arose for me to write this book, I was very excited to put forth 
recommendations for transforming college environments to be queer and trans inclusive. 
No higher education institution is perfect, nor is there one checklist for any institution 
to become inclusive. At the same time, however, there are many opportunities for faculty 
and practitioners to create welcoming and affirming environments for students who hold 
minoritized gender or sexual identities. This book is not meant to serve as a blueprint for 
campus inclusion; rather, I hope it provokes thought and reflection about how each reader 
may individually transform their own practices to meet the needs of LGBTQ+ students.  
One important thing that I have learned through navigating higher education as both a 
student and a scholar is that there are so many practices—minor though they may seem 
in the grand scheme of things—that are actually quite remarkable in creating inclusive 
environments for students. I encourage each reader to carefully consider the guiding 
questions posed in this text. Inclusive environments are built by people, and each person 
on a college campus has a role in that.
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